List of references additional to references in Edixhoven et al. (2014a) and corrigendum

In par 8 of my referee comment, I noted that there would be a reference list at the end of the my comment paper containing those references which were not already included in the reference list to Edixhoven et al. (2014a). These additional references, however, were not included. The reference list is provided below. This additional supplement also contains a corrigendum which corrects a few minor errors in the referee comment.

List of references additional to Edixhoven et al. (2014)


Corrigendum:


Par 22: shading unintentional.

Par 27 sub (ii): the world "relative" should be ignored.


Par 56 "would thought: should have read "would have thought".

Par 70: the words "depending on the degree of geologic assurance" should be ignored.

Par 79: "currently significantly" should read "currently likely significantly".


Par 92: One sentence has inadvertently been deleted between "IFDC (VFRC, 2012)." and " IFDC ", the essence of which was that Prud'Homme (2010) indicated that the average of 82% mining recovery only includes the recovery of the targeted ore zone (see: Van Kauwenbergh, 2010 p 6). The year of the Kippenberger publication is 2001.

Par 95: the words " appears to these" should read "appear to apply to these".
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